We present the discovery of rotation in quenched, low-mass early-type galaxies that are isolated. This finding challenges the claim that (all) rotating dwarf early-type galaxies in clusters were once spiral galaxies that have since been harassed and transformed into early-type galaxies. Our search of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey data within the Local volume (z < 0.02) has yielded a sample of 46 galaxies with a stellar mass M ⋆ 5 × 10 9 M ⊙ (median M ⋆ ∼ 9.29 × 10 8 M ⊙ ), a low Hα equivalent width EW Hα < 2Å, and no massive neighbour (M ⋆ 3 × 10 10 M ⊙ ) within a velocity interval of ∆V = 500 km s −1 and a projected distance of ∼ 1 Mpc. Nine of these galaxies were subsequently observed with Keck ESI and their radial kinematics are presented here. These extend out to the half-light radius R e in the best cases, and beyond R e /2 for all. They reveal a variety of behaviours similar to those of a comparison sample of early-type dwarf galaxies in the Virgo cluster observed by Toloba et al. Both samples have similar frequencies of slow and fast rotators, as well as kinematically decoupled cores. This, and especially the finding of rotating quenched low-mass galaxies in isolation, reveals that the early-type dwarfs in galaxy clusters need not be harassed or tidally stirred spiral galaxies.
INTRODUCTION
Early-type dwarf galaxies (dE/dS0s) are the dominant galaxy type in galaxy clusters but are rare in the field (Binggeli et al. 1988) . The prevalent conclusion is that a high density environment is essential for their formation. Early-type dwarfs are characterised by B-band luminosity fainter than M B > −18 mag (M r > −19.3 mag), corresponding to stellar masses below M ⋆ < 5 × 10 9 M ⊙ , early-type morphology, and a predominantly quenched stellar population. Some of them exhibit features usually connected to discs, such as spiral arms and bars, as well as other morphological signs of a disc (Binggeli & Cameron 1991; Jerjen et al. 2000; Barazza et al. 2002; de Rijcke et al. 2003; Geha et al. 2003; Graham & Guzmán 2003; Lisker et al. 2006a; Penny et al. 2014) . Their average shape is typical of ⋆ Email: joachim.janz@gmail.com a thick disc (Sánchez-Janssen et al. 2010) . Often these features are thought to be inherited from a disc-like progenitor. While it is debated, whether structural decompositions can be used to support or constrain such a transformation scenario (Aguerri et al. 2005; Janz et al. 2012 Janz et al. , 2014 Aguerri 2016) , the significant rotational component found in the kinematics of several early-type dwarfs (e.g. Pedraz et al. 2002; Geha et al. 2003 , and many others since then) is sometimes understood as direct evidence for them being the remnants of spiral or irregular disc galaxies, which were transformed by the high density environment.
Physical processes that are thought to explain such transformations via gas removal and dynamical heating unavoidably act in these environments due to the presence of hot gas, a high density of galaxies, and deep potential wells (i.e. ram pressure stripping and harassment; Gunn & Gott 1972; Moore et al. 1996) . Recently, a large fraction of dwarf galaxies in the Virgo cluster were shown to be rotating (Toloba et al. 2015) . Similarly, Penny et al. (2016) found that the majority of quenched dwarfs in the first year of data from the MaNGA survey are also rotating, and many have disc-like morphologies. This raises the question whether all early-type dwarfs in galaxy clusters are transformed discs.
While early-type dwarfs in the field are rare, they do still exist (e.g. Gu et al. 2006) . The finding that such galaxies rotate will invalidate the conclusion that rotating early-type dwarfs necessarily were spiral galaxies that were then transformed by the cluster environment. In fact, for the early-type dwarfs in clusters it has been suggested that only the combination of several different processes can explain the varied properties of early-type dwarfs (see, e.g., Lisker 2009 , for an overview). These include the aforementioned ram pressure stripping and harassment, but also starvation and tidal stirring (e.g. Boselli et al. 2008; Mayer et al. 2001) .
Another alternative (e.g. de Rijcke et al. 2005; Janz & Lisker 2008 ) to the harassment of (more massive) disc galaxies is particularly relevant when considering the quenched low-mass objects in low density environments or isolation: In the ΛCDM model of the Universe, low-mass dwarf galaxies are the first galaxies to form. These semi-pressure supported systems are the building blocks of massive galaxies in a hierarchically assembling Universe. They may have preferentially formed in over-dense regions that became galaxy groups and clusters.
More massive early-type galaxies often contain a significant rotating disc (e.g., ATLAS 3D , Emsellem et al. 2011; Scott et al. 2014 , and references therein; SLUGGS, Arnold et al. 2014; Foster et al. 2016) . Nonetheless, not all of these galaxies are thought to be transformed spirals. This already indicates that the presence of a rotating disc in early-type galaxies is not necessarily conclusive for a (more massive) spiral progenitor. Like these higher mass earlytype galaxies, some early-type dwarfs too may have acquired a disc around a pre-existing, possibly pressure supported, (lower mass) progenitor (e.g., Graham et al. 2015, and references therein) , may have continuously grown from a fainter disc (Tadaki et al. 2016) , or may just have formed in a dissipate collapse (e.g. Naab et al. 2014 ) to become dwarf lenticular (dS0) galaxies.
In this study, we present a systematic search for isolated quenched low-mass galaxies (Section 2), which allowed us to select suitable candidates for follow-up spectroscopy (Section 3). The data analysis is described in Section 4, and in Section 5 we characterise the kinematics of our objects and compare them to those of early-type dwarfs in the Virgo cluster. Possible ways to form isolated galaxies like those in our sample are discussed in Section 6. Moreover, the important implications of our findings of rotating quenched low-mass galaxies in isolation for the formation scenarios of early-type dwarfs in clusters are highlighted in this Section.
SAMPLE SELECTION
We seek to identify low-mass galaxies in the Local Universe that are quenched and located in very low density environments. Geha et al. (2012) searched for isolated quenched galaxies and found none below a stellar mass of M ⋆ < 10 9 M ⊙ , but more than 300 with a stellar mass of 10 9 M ⊙ < M ⋆ < 10 10 M ⊙ . Following their methodology, we search for (u − r) SDSS z < 0.02 SDSS quenched dwarf SDSS isolated dwarf Quenched dwarf (this work) Figure 1 . Colour-magnitude diagram for galaxies in the NASA Sloan Atlas with z < 0.02 (D ∼ 86 Mpc). Objects with lower redshift (z < 0.005) have been excluded from the plot. Quenched dwarf galaxies in all environments with M B > −18 mag are shown as blue points, those dwarfs with a projected separation D proj > 1 Mpc from their nearest bright neighbour within a velocity interval of 500 km s −1 are shown as orange squares. Our Keck ESI targets are shown as purple triangles. All targets fall on the galaxy red sequence.
quenched galaxies in the mass regime of dwarf galaxies without a close bright neighbour. The data and our selection criteria are described below.
The large data volume of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS, Eisenstein et al. 2011 ) spectroscopic sample is utilised and queried via the NASA Sloan Atlas. 1 Distances are calculated based on the recession velocities and assuming a Hubble flow (throughout our analysis we use H 0 = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 , Ω m = 0.3, Ω Λ = 0.7). Our search covers z < 0.02, comparable to the distance of the Coma cluster (z = 0.0231; D = 100 Mpc). At the SDSS spectroscopic limit r Petrosian = 17.77 mag for galaxies, all targets at z = 0.02 with spectroscopic redshifts will be brighter than M r = −17.11 mag. Generally the completeness will vary as function of the position in sky and local galaxy density, but is better for less crowded fields. To restrict the sample to low-mass galaxies, an upper stellar mass cut of M ⋆ < 2.45 × 10 9 M ⊙ as listed in the NASA Sloan Atlas was applied, corresponding to M ⋆ < 5 × 10 9 M ⊙ using H 0 = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 (the NASA Sloan Atlas employed H 0 = 100 km s −1 Mpc −1 ). The central velocity dispersions were required to be smaller than σ < 100 km s −1 , consistent with dwarf galaxies previously examined in the literature. This selects LMC mass and lower (see Penny et al. 2016) . All candidates in the final sample have B-band magnitudes of M B −18 mag, the classical demarcation line between normal and dwarf galaxies (e.g. Ferguson & Binggeli 1994) .
To identify quenched objects we followed the prescrip- tion of Geha et al. (2012) , selecting galaxies with a strong 4000Å break, D n (4000) > 0.6 + 0.1 × log 10 (M ⋆ /M ⊙ ), and little or no Hα emission, with equivalent widths EW Hα < 2Å. This requirement is met by 665 galaxies with a redshift of z < 0.02, which lie on the red sequence (Fig. 1) . We note that we did not apply any morphological criterion, but this procedure effectively removed late-type, dwarf irregular galaxies. However, our selection criteria exclude a number of earlytype dwarfs with blue cores, e.g. objects like those in the Virgo cluster classified as dE(bc) by Lisker et al. (2006b) . The NASA Sloan Atlas contains 31 of their 38 dE(bc)s, and 16 of them were excluded by our sample selection since they have EW Hα > 2Å. We note that this potentially excludes a higher fraction of early-type dwarfs in less dense environments, since these typically have blue cores and residual star formation (e.g. Tully & Trentham 2008; Pak et al. 2014) . LEDA 2108986 (Graham et al. 2016) was initially excluded at this stage, since it did not meet the limit in Hα equivalent width (EW Hα > 2Å). We include this galaxy here, since it is well isolated (D proj = 3.33 Mpc), has a strong 4000Å break D n (4000) = 1.24Å, is rather faint (M B = −16.96 mag), and has early-type morphology. Galaxies with clear signs of spiral structures, an AGN, and star formation in the outer regions (which was missed by the SDSS fibre), along with any satellite trails, were manually removed after a visual inspection of their SDSS colour imaging. All galaxies finally selected for spectroscopy are of smooth appearance devoid of irregularities and mostly quite featureless.
From this sample of quenched low-mass galaxies we select those galaxies that are well separated (D proj 1 Mpc) from massive neighbours (Table 1) . Both the SDSS and the 2MASS redshift survey (Huchra et al. 2012) were queried for bright neighbours with M K s < −23 mag (see Geha et al. 2012 ; corresponding to M ⋆ 3 × 10 10 M ⊙ when assuming a K s -band mass-to-light ratio of unity) within a velocity interval of ±500 km s −1 around the recession velocity of each low-mass galaxy. The projected distance between the quenched dwarfs and their nearest bright neighbour was converted to a physical scale assuming the distance of the dwarf given by its recession velocity. These restrictions are slightly less restrictive than those criteria for isolation used by Geha et al. (2012) . We discuss the differences, and also a more restrictive choice of the massive neighbours luminosity (M K s < −21.5 mag) in Section 6.1.
The closest neighbour distance limit excluded the majority of quenched low-mass galaxies (mean projected separation to nearest bright neighbour D proj = 0.36 Mpc; Fig. 2 ), which are located in groups and clusters, and resulted in a sample of 46 candidates of isolated, quenched dwarf galaxies (highlighted as blue points in Fig. 1 ). The median distance in projection to the closest bright neighbour beyond 1 Mpc for this sample is 1.85 Mpc, and the median velocity difference relating to that neighbour is |∆V | = 222 km s −1 .
From this sample suitable targets were chosen so that their surface brightness allowed us to measure extended rotation curves with reasonable integration times, and that the observations were not hampered by bright foreground or background objects. For comparison we also calculate their stellar masses from the absolute r-band magnitudes, assuming a mean stellar age of 5 Gyr (comparable to quenched dwarfs in the Virgo Cluster, see Toloba et al. 2014a) , [Fe/H] = −0.33 and a Kroupa initial mass function (see Table 1 ). The median stellar mass for the spectroscopic sample is M ⋆ ∼ 4 × 10 9 M ⊙ . Fig. 3 shows the nine galaxies (upper part of Table 1 ) for which we obtained spectra.
We note that one of our targets (CGCG038-085) was classified as a member of a galaxy group by Berlind et al. (2006) and has a neighbouring galaxy with a angular separation of 48 ′′ corresponding to 36 kpc at the group distance. The recession velocity of the target listed by NED suggests it is a group member. However, the SDSS spectrum and our analysis place the object clearly in the foreground with respect to the group (∆V > 7000 km s −1 with a velocity dispersion of the group of 57 km s −1 ). Fuse et al. (2012) list VIIIZw040 and LEDA 2108986 as extremely isolated early-type galaxies. The study mentions two companion galaxies fainter than M V = −16.5 mag for the latter. While we could not determine with certainty, which galaxies were meant, we found the two nearest neighbours (with M r = −15.28 mag and M r = −15.78 mag) to be well separated with projected distances of 2.0 and 2.1 Mpc, respectively. Other galaxies with smaller angular separations are in background. CGCG101-026, LEDA 2108986, and VIIIZw040 are also listed as isolated galaxies by Argudo-Fernández et al. (2015) , with separations from their closest neighbour of 2.01, 2.03, and 2.41 Mpc, respectively. In these cases, the closest neighbouring galaxies are fainter than our limiting magnitude of M K s < −23 mag.
DATA
We observed 9 of the quenched, isolated low-mass galaxies ( and a velocity resolution of σ ∼25 km s −1 . The galaxy centre was put in the middle of the slit which was aligned with the galaxy's major axis. The integrations for each object were split into at least three individual exposures. Total exposure times, position angles, and observing conditions are summarised in Table 2 . Furthermore, we obtained several stellar spectra with the same setup. In each run we observed one star to trace the echelle orders in the reduction process, as well as velocity standards to be used as templates for measuring the kinematics. This template library was augmented by spectra of velocity standards from previous runs so that our stellar library comprises in total 16 standards, spanning spectral types from O9V to K7V with a range of metallicities and containing larger numbers of standards for the later spectral types.
We prepared master frames of the necessary calibrations (internal flat fields, bias, arc lamps) by combining the twodimensional spectra with the imcombine task in IRAF. The subsequent data reduction was then carried out with makee. 2 The pipeline subtracts the bias from the science spectra and divides them by the flat field. It traces the echelle Notes: The first four columns list the galaxy name (for the objects with the 2MASX designation we use abridged versions of the name throughout the paper), its number in the PGC, and its coordinates (equinox J2000). The galaxy classifications (column 5) and total B-band magnitudes (column 6; extinction corrected) are from HyperLEDA. The distances for the absolute magnitudes are calculated using the recession velocities (from SDSS and our updated values for the galaxies above the line). Column 7 lists the stellar mass (see text). The closest bright neighbour within a velocity interval of ±500 km s −1 is extracted from a combined catalogue containing redshifts from the NASA Sloan Atlas and the 2MASS redshift survey. The projected (linear) distance between the neighbour and the low-mass galaxy and the difference between their recession velocities are given in columns 8 and 9. If there is an additional closer neighbour within a velocity interval of ±1000 km s −1 , the corresponding details are listed in columns 10 and 11. Keck ESI spectroscopy is presented for the galaxies above the line in Section 4.2.
orders with a bright trace star and extracts one-dimensional spectra for each order in spatial apertures that can be defined by the user.
To obtain spatially resolved kinematics, we extracted spectra from apertures with a width of 0. ′′ 9 along the slit, which corresponds to the average FWHM of the seeing. The first extraction is centred on the galaxy, while the next ones were extracted from increasingly larger radii to both sides. The largest angular extent was probed for 2MASX J08192430, for which we extracted 5 spectra on each side of the central spectrum. In this case the apertures furthest away from the galaxy centre are twice as wide as the other to improve the signal-to-noise (S/N).
The spectra were wavelength calibrated using the known emission lines of the arc lamps and the night sky. The pixel uncertainties were calculated for each of the spectra. Finally, the extracted spectra from individual exposures were coadded for each aperture in a S/N optimised manner, with a minimum final signal-to-noise of S/N 7Å −1 being required for consideration further analysis. We display Notes: The second column indicates during which run the spectra were taken, the third and fourth column list the total integration time and the position angle of the slit (PA; East of North), while the fifth column gives the FWHM of the seeing. During the 16A run the conditions were variable. Notes: The absolute magnitudes and half-light radii are listed in the second and third columns. The ellipticities (fourth column) are calculated from the SDSS (DR12, Alam et al. 2015) adaptive image moments in the i-band (which has the PSF with smallest FWHM) and corrected for the PSF. The g − i colours in the fifth column are 7 ′′ aperture colours from the SDSS corrected for Galactic reddening.
the spectra in the Ca ii triplet spectral region of the central extraction for each of the galaxies in Fig. 4 .
SDSS images are available for all of the targets. We used the background subtracted, calibrated images (see Fig. 3 ) of data release DR12 (Alam et al. 2015) for the photometry and other imaging based measurements (see next Section).
ANALYSIS

Imaging based quantities
For our analysis we need measurements of the brightnesses, colours, sizes, and ellipticities of the galaxies. These were obtained by analysing SDSS images as provided by the DR12 pipeline and by querying the SDSS database. More details are given in the following paragraphs.
For the photometric and size measurements in the r-band images, we followed an approach similar to Janz & Lisker (2008) . First, the elliptical Petrosian aperture, i.e. the ellipse at which the isophotal intensity drops to 0.2 times the average intensity within that aperture, was determined. Second, the flux, and the semi-major axis containing half that flux (a 50 , for which we use the notation R e hereafter), were measured within an aperture with twice the Petrosian semi-major axis. Those values were corrected for flux missed by this aperture using concentration measures and the formulae provided in Graham et al. (2005) . The fluxes were corrected for Galactic extinction (Schlegel et al. 1998 , as provided by the SDSS database), and converted to absolute magnitudes based on the distances determined as detailed below.
These size measurements systematically differ from those (circular) Petrosian R 50 listed in the SDSS database. In order to test the reliability, and to verify our sizes, we also fit Sérsic models to the galaxies with galfit (Peng et al. 2010 ) using models for the point-spread function (PSF) created with SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) and PSFex (Bertin 2011) . The non-parametric size measurements and the half-light radii from the Sérsic model fits are consistent with each other with an average deviation of 6% (when disregarding two galaxies, which were not well fit with this model, resulting in n > 4; e.g. because of a two-component structure). For the further analysis the non-parametric measurements are adopted.
The ellipticities are calculated from the adaptive image moments in the i-band (which has the smallest FWHM), provided by the SDSS pipeline, taking into account the PSF (see Bernstein & Jarvis 2002) . These ellipticities agree with those from the Sérsic model fits to the r-band images (also taking the PSF into account) within 12%, (excluding one further outlier, 2MASX J03190758, for which the deviation is due to radial variations of the ellipticity). Both ellipticity measurements are light-weighted so that they are a proxy for the light-weighted average ellipticity within R e . For the ellipticities we also adopt the non-parametric measurements. We also ran the IRAF ellipse task to measure the ellipticities at R e for comparison. For all but two galaxies these ellipticities were compatible within the uncertainties with those that we adopted. 3 Finally, g − i colours are obtained for the sake of a comparison with the sample of Virgo early-type dwarfs. For that we queried the SDSS catalog for 7 ′′ aperture colours and corrected them for Galactic reddening. The measurements described in this Section are summarised in Table 3 .
Kinematics
The recession velocity and velocity dispersion are determined with pPXF (Cappellari & Emsellem 2004) . The code simultaneously determines the velocity shift and broadening by velocity dispersion, while finding the best-fitting template as a linear combination of the spectra in the template library by using a penalised pixel-fitting method. In our case, the 3 The exceptions LEDA 3115955 and 2MASX J08192430 (with ellipticities at R e of ∼0.29 and 0.61, respectively) are shifted in the v/σ and λ versus ellipticity diagrams in Section 5 when these ellipticities are used, but this does not change the conclusions. We also note that the comparison sample uses the average ellipticities within R e . library consists of velocity standard stars observed with the same setup.
For the fitting two spectral ranges in different echelle orders with a number of metal absorption features are used. These were the ranges containing the Mgb and Ca ii triplets (5100Å < λ < 5400Å and 8480Å < λ < 8710Å in the rest frame), both of which also contain several weaker iron absorption lines. In order to obtain estimates for the uncertainties we ran Monte Carlo simulations of the fitting process by altering the observed spectra by addition of Gaussian noise according to their pixel uncertainties. The final values for the velocities and the central velocity dispersions are the weighted averages (with the inverse variance of the individual values) from the fits in the two independently fit spectral regions. The uncertainties of these values take into account those of the individual measurements as well as discrepancies between them by quadratically adding them (for the velocities: in Table 4 the difference between the Mg and Ca, while in the rotation curves just the difference of the shifted values). The spectra and pPXF fits for the central apertures for the Ca ii triplet are displayed in Fig. 4 .
In all galaxies we required the extracted spectrum of each aperture to have S/N 7Å −1 for the velocity information to be considered in the further analysis. Furthermore, the two independently fit spectral ranges had to yield consistent results. Small systematic offsets in the velocities be- tween the two spectral ranges were subtracted by determining the offset from the weighted average for each of them in the central aperture with the highest S/N. The central aperture was also used to derive the central velocity dis-persion σ cen . Geha et al. (2002) found that it is feasible to reliably measure (with an accuracy of 1%) velocity dispersions at the instrumental resolution with a similar setup and S/N = 10 pix −1 (and with an accuracy of 10% down to σ ∼ 18.5 km s −1 ). We qualitatively confirm this σ limit for our ESI instrumental setup with our own idealised Monte Carlo simulation to determine the minimum velocity dispersion that can be recovered by pPXF. One of our spectroscopic standard stars, HR1015, which was observed using an identical instrumental setup to our target galaxies, is used as a mock galaxy spectrum for this simulation. To simulate an observed galaxy, this simulation takes this high S/N standard star spectrum and over-samples it by a factor of 10. This oversampled template is then convolved with 1000 different values of σ test between 5 km s −1 and 100 km s −1 , to simulate galaxies with different velocity dispersion. The simulation then adds noise to the oversampled spectrum until the required S/N per original pixel is met. This broadened, noise added, normally sampled spectrum is then used as a mock galaxy spectrum, with the original, high S/N, un-broadened spectrum used as a template by pPXF (i.e. the simulation does not take into account possibly template mismatches). pPXF is then run to test how well the artificial velocity broadening was recovered. The results of this simulation are shown in Fig. 5 for four different S/N ratios (10, 20, 30, and 50 per pixel).
The spectra in the central apertures have at least S/N ≥ 10 pix −1 , in both spectral ranges (in most cases larger by some), for all our observations, and we note that all the measured central velocity dispersions exceed the instrumental resolution (σ instr ∼ 25 km s −1 ), and are thus reliable. We also note that the central velocity dispersions are consistent within the errors with those listed in the SDSS database for all galaxies but those with the most significant rotation (see below). The higher values in SDSS in these cases reflect the larger spatial coverage of the SDSS fibre (3 ′′ and 2 ′′ for the SDSS and BOSS spectrographs, respectively).
Harmonisation of kinematics
A comparison of the rotation curves for our sample, and ultimately with the kinematics of early-type dwarfs in the Virgo cluster, needs to be carried out in a consistent way. The rotation curves, e.g. for exponential discs, are expected to be rising up to 2.2 scale lengths (Freeman 1970) , i.e. beyond the typical extent of our measurements and those in the literature. Therefore, the rotation amplitude at a common radius is used. We chose the galaxy half-light radius R e , as also done by Toloba et al. (2015) for the Virgo dwarfs.
Not all of our rotation curves reach R e , nor do they uniformly sample the rotation amplitude at that radius, i.e. the apertures from which the spectra were extracted do not correspond to equal physical scales for different galaxies. For inter-and extrapolation of the rotation curves at R e we fit model rotation curves (Fig. 6) parametrised by the Polyex function suggested by Giovanelli & Haynes (2002) :
with the rotation amplitude V 0 . The scale length of the steep inner rise R PE , and the slope in the slowly varying outer Fig. 6 , results in V rot,e = 18 ± 1 km s −1 ). The final column lists the integrated σ e within R e , assuming the Polyex rotation curve, a constant σ, and a Sérsic index of the surface brightness profile of n = 2 along with the propagated uncertainties from V rot,e and σ cen (see text).
parts α are not well constrained by our data with its radial limitations. Catinella et al. (2006) fit Polyex models to a large number of rotation curves of disc galaxies and coadditions thereof, increasing the radial coverage to several exponential scale lengths h. They concluded for low luminosity galaxies α ∼ 0.02 and R PE ∼ h. In our fits we use these values as fixed parameters (with h ≈ 0.6 R e for exponential profiles) leaving only the rotation amplitude as a free parameter. We note that the Polyex model is a versatile phenomenological model used for rotating discs and that we use the galactic size and we do not try to separate possibly embedded discs. This approach was also followed by Toloba et al. (2015) , who confirmed the applicability of these approximations for the rotation curves of early-type dwarfs in their sample with larger radial extent. For these objects Toloba et al. also compared the rotation amplitudes obtained from fits to the whole rotation curve with those from fits with an artificial restriction to R < 0.6 R e . The good agreement suggests that our extrapolations of the rotation curves to R e for those objects with less extent is reasonable. The velocity dispersion profiles of early-type dwarf galaxies are generally flat (e.g. Geha et al. 2003; Chilingarian 2009; Forbes et al. 2011; Ryś et al. 2014; Toloba et al. 2015; Penny et al. 2015 , as expected for systems with low Sérsic n, see Graham & Colless 1997; Terzić & Graham 2005 ). The objects in our sample for which we can extract radial information of the velocity dispersion confirm this within the uncertainties. For the further analysis we chose to use for all galaxies the velocity dispersion measured in the central aperture with the highest S/N. We note that this would also be the dominating contributor, if the velocity dispersion was averaged over larger radial extent when weighting with the luminosity. The observed flat velocity dispersion profiles also suggest that the central value is not severely biased by the potentially different velocity dispersion of a nuclear star cluster (as, e.g., in NGC 205; Carter & Sadler 1990 ; see also Forbes et al. 2011) .
When comparing rotation and random motions we adopt a similar approach to Toloba et al. (2015) . As described above, we quantify the rotation as the amplitude of the best fitting Polyex model at R e . The rotation is compared to a luminosity-weighted average of the second moment of the velocity field σ (with contributions from both the random motions and the rotation, see below). Toloba et al. (2015) achieved this by measuring the broadening of absorption lines on spectra, which were obtained by luminosityweighted co-adding the spectra from within R e on both sides of the galaxy centre. However, for finding the average broadening along the slit within −R e <R<+R e , we are limited by the radial extent of our observations. Instead of collapsing the spectra within such a large aperture, we calculated our values σ e based on the Polyex model fits and the assumption that the velocity dispersion is independent of the radius (see above):
The relative contribution of the rotation to the luminosityweighted average depends on the surface brightness profile. We numerically carry out the weighted average assuming different surface brightness profile shapes. For this the surface brightness profile is parametrised by a Sérsic profile and we consider cases with indices ranging from n = 1 to 4, a range which easily contains those indices expected for our galaxy sample. We list the averages for n = 2 and summarise all measurements described in this Section in Table 4 . Furthermore, we calculate the spin parameter λ e (Emsellem et al. 2007 ) in the following way, with
summing over several apertures along the slit within R e , with the flux in an aperture F i , its radial distance to the galaxy centre R i , and its rotation velocity and velocity dispersion V i and σ i . Again, due to the unequal sampling of the rotation with small numbers of apertures, we base our λ e calculation on the model rotation curve, the assumption of a spatially constant velocity dispersion, and a Sérsic light profile (i.e. V i = V poly (R i ), σ i = σ cen , and
n − 1 , where the flux at the halflight radius F e cancels out in the calculation of λ e and we take an lower and upper extreme Sérsic index n = 1 and n = 4 to estimate its influence). Toloba et al. (2015) applied a factor to convert the long-slit information to a value mimicking a measurement integrated over the whole halflight aperture, corresponding to what integral field spectroscopy would measure: λ e = 0.64 λ e,1D . This factor was determined from comparisons of modelled long-slit parameters and corresponding two-dimensional quantities using realistic velocity fields and surface brightness distributions (see Toloba et al. 2015) . For maximal comparability, we employ the same factor.
RESULTS
We obtained rotation curves for 9 isolated quenched lowmass galaxies (Fig. 6) . For three galaxies their extent is equal to or exceeds R e . For two galaxies, ∼ 0.7 R e are reached, while for the remaining four R e /2 is covered. In the following sections we present the results in more detail and compare them to those for a sample of Virgo cluster dwarfs.
Variety of rotation profiles
At first we are interested in an internal comparison of the rotation curves within our sample. For that we correct the rotation velocity for the inclination, which is estimated by the axis ratio, and normalise it to the central velocity dispersion, and likewise the radii to R e (Fig. 7) . Instead of a clear pattern arising, a range of different behaviours can be seen. There are rather rapidly rising curves, as well as very flat ones for objects that basically do not rotate.
Since this information is extracted from slit spectra, rotation could be missed when the rotation is misaligned with the major axis. Also, the slit could be misaligned when the position angle varies as a function of radius, or when the object is very round, which applies particularly to VIIIZw040. For this galaxy, however, its compactness and especially its high velocity dispersion suggest that it is genuinely dominated by random motions.
The profiles of CGCG038-085, and possibly 2MASX J11521124, are somewhat reminiscent of rotation curves of galaxies with bars (e.g. Sparke & Sellwood 1987; Bettoni 1989 , and references therein). For CGCG038-085, there is a slight hint of a bar-like structure in the Sérsic model subtracted residual image. For LEDA 2108986 the innermost part of the rotation profile appears to be flat. This may hint at a kinematically decoupled core (KDC) with counter-rotating stars with respect to the outer motions. This claim is substantiated by counter-rotating ionised gas (rotating in alignment with a possible counter-rotating inner structure), which is discussed, along with an inner spiral structure, in a separate paper (Graham et al. 2016) .
Comparison with Virgo cluster early-type dwarfs
Before comparing the internal kinematics of our galaxy sample to those of early-type dwarfs in the Virgo cluster, we consider other basic properties, i.e. colour magnitude and size magnitude relations (Fig. 8) . The galaxies in our sample have on average somewhat brighter absolute r-band magnitudes compared to those in the Toloba et al. (2014a) comparison sample. This is also reflected in the velocity dispersions, which are larger than the largest dispersion in the Toloba et al. (2014a) sample for five of the galaxies in our sample. The faintest galaxy in both samples are of similar absolute brightness. Consistent with the selection as quenched galaxies, the galaxies in our sample fall on the red sequence traced by the Virgo early types (Janz & Lisker 2009 ). It is noteworthy that their sizes span most of the size range of the Virgo early-type dwarfs (Janz & Lisker 2008) , and their range of sizes exceeds that of the Toloba et al. (2014a) sample. Toloba et al. (2015) found a similar variety of rotation profiles with different slopes and amplitudes for early-type dwarf galaxies in the Virgo cluster. The distribution of our galaxies in the (v/σ) e and λ e versus ellipticity diagrams (Fig. 9) is not very different from that of the Virgo dwarfs as a whole population. Toloba et al. found 11 slow versus 28 fast rotators, while our sample has around half of the galaxies in either class (Fig. 9) . Toloba et al. (2014b) concluded that ∼6% of early-type dwarfs have KDCs (see also Penny et al. 2016) . One KDC in our sample of nine galaxies would be consistent with this frequency given the small number statistics.
DISCUSSION
Environmental dependencies and isolation
One line of argument in favour of the 'galaxy harassment in clusters' scenario is the identification of a trend in some characteristic as a function of a quantification of the environment. For example, Toloba et al. (2015) found an increase of the spin parameter in the dwarfs in the Virgo cluster as a function of the (projected) distance to the cluster centre (cf. Fig. 9 ; see, however, Ryś et al. 2013 , who found with a smaller sample that such a trend is not significant when using 3D distances instead of projected ones), in this case given by the location of M87. Such a correlation of the spin parameter with clustercentric distance would be consistent (2014a, red squares) and our galaxies (blue points -extinction corrected 7 ′′ aperture colours). This comparison shows that the isolated quenched galaxies fall on the red sequence of the Virgo early types and span a very similar range of sizes.
with the finding that early-type dwarfs with signs of discs in their morphologies (Lisker et al. 2006a ) are less clustered towards the centre than those without. Our isolated objects do not follow an extrapolation of such a trend, but instead show a similar variety of kinematic configurations as those in the Virgo cluster. We note that the analysis of dwarfs in galaxy groups by Penny et al. (2015) did not find any evidence in the kinematic scaling relations that would suggest a continuous change from the cluster centre to its outskirts to less rich groups and the field. We also note that higher mass early-type fast rotators do not show a correlation between local environment and spin parameter, although the slow rotators are more abundant in the highest densities of cluster cores. For the photometric scaling relations of earlytype systems de Rijcke et al. (2009) concluded that they are largely independent of the environment over a large range of mass.
A related, but separate topic is the (stellar population) age and colour of the galaxies, indicative of the time since the galaxy was quenched. Early-type dwarfs with blue centres in the Virgo cluster, i.e. with recent or residual star for- (2015) . There is no clear cut difference in the kinematics of isolated early-type low-mass galaxies when compared to those in the Virgo cluster, and the four BCDs of Koleva et al. (2014) share the same parameter space.
mation, do not show a clustering towards the cluster centre like other early-type dwarfs (Lisker et al. 2006b ). The frequency of such objects increases with decreasing galaxy density of the environment: Pak et al. (2014) found blue centres in the early-type dwarfs of the Ursa Major cluster to be common. For the relatively unevolved NGC 5353/4 galaxy group Tully & Trentham (2008) asserted a large fraction of starforming dwarfs with early-type morphology. Likewise, the prototype isolated early-type dwarf of Gu et al. (2006) has a blue core. Our sample consists by construction (predominantly) of quenched objects. This means we will be missing a number of isolated galaxies that have early-type morphology but are still forming stars at some level. The fraction of early-type dwarfs with blue cores in the Virgo cluster that are excluded by our criteria for quenched galaxies (∼52%) gives a lower limit for this bias. In this context the study of Peeples et al. (2008) is of interest. Peeples et al. searched for outliers in the mass (gas-phase) metallicity relation. They identified 41 low-mass galaxies (10 7 < M ⋆ < 10 10 M ⊙ ) with over-abundant oxygen. These galaxies form stars at some level, have early-type morphology, and are typically fairly isolated without close companions. When the nearestneighbour criteria of our search are employed, about half of their objects would be counted as isolated. Peeples et al. (2008) interpreted the high oxygen abundance with a low gas fraction and concluded that their galaxies are transitional dwarfs, evolving from star-forming to quenched early-type dwarfs.
The isolated quenched galaxies in our sample (median M ⋆ ∼ 4 × 10 9 M ⊙ for the spectroscopic sample) suggest that galaxies at the high-mass end of the probed mass range can be quenched even without the cluster environment and its ram pressure stripping. This is consistent with the lower mass limit of Geha et al. (2012, M ⋆ < 10 9 M ⊙ ) below which no isolated quenched galaxies were found. We note that our fiducial search criteria for isolated galaxies are less restrictive than the analysis of Geha et al. (2012) . Their velocity interval for the neighbour search was 1000 km s −1 , while we use 500 km s −1 . Furthermore, Geha et al. (2012) found a definition of isolation in terms of the (projected) distance to the massive neighbour: The fraction of quenched galaxies as a function of the distance to the host flattens out at ∼1.5 Mpc. This applies for different mass bins and is consistent with our histogram in Fig. 2 . The lowest mass object of those that we observed, LCBS1123P, has a neighbour at 1.2 Mpc with M K s ∼ −23 mag. We also note that 2MASX J08192430 has a luminous neighbour at D proj = 277 kpc with a velocity difference of ∆V = 612 km s −1 . For the other 8 objects our classification does not change when increasing the velocity interval to 1000 km s −1 . This also applies to 28 of the 37 other candidates. When counting 4 times less massive galaxies as bright neighbours (M K s = −21.5 mag; the completeness limit for our bright neighbour search; corresponding to M ⋆ ∼ 8× 10 9 M ⊙ ), the total numbers of candidates reduce to 17 and 12 for the 500 km s −1 and 1000 km s −1 velocity difference intervals, respectively (see Table A1 in the Appendix). Even with the most stringent combination for the definition of isolation, i.e. a neighbour search extending to masses on the same order of magnitude as the low-mass galaxies within a velocity interval of ±1000 km s −1 and separations of at least 1.5 Mpc, 5 of the objects in our spectroscopic sample (and 11 of the complete sample of 46 galaxies) remain classified as isolated. Summarizing this section: (i) our sample of quenched low-mass galaxies in the field does not follow a trend claimed in galaxy clusters of increasing spin parameter in dwarfs for decreasing local galaxy density; (ii) our sample consists by construction predominantly of quenched objects, while early-type dwarfs in low-density environments typically show signs of recent star formation; (iii) the classification as isolated objects is rather robust when it comes to the velocity interval that is considered for finding massive neighbours, but the numbers are approximately halved when considering also less massive neighbours; and (iv) while quenched dwarfs are rare in the field, several examples at the high mass end were identified.
Formation scenarios for isolated early-type dwarfs
In principle isolated galaxies need not have lived in the field all their life (e.g. Chilingarian & Zolotukhin 2015) . However, the distance to a more massive galaxy in our sample is D proj 1 Mpc. This distance means a travel time of at least 1 Gyr with a relative velocity of 1000 km s −1 . Such a velocity exceeds the velocity dispersion of galaxies in the Virgo cluster (e.g. Binggeli et al. 1993 ; σ Virgo ∼700 km s −1 ). Relative velocities more typical for less massive groups or galaxy pairs increase this hypothetical travel time to the order of a Hubble time.
If the isolated galaxies did not escape a high density environment (or at least from a more massive host galaxy), the transformative processes associated with such environments, e.g. harassment and ram pressure stripping, cannot be the source for this galaxy population. In other words, these galaxies cannot be environmentally transformed spirals, and an alternative formation process needs to operate.
One possibility is dwarf mergers, which were less frequently considered, since they are unlikely to happen where early-type dwarfs are predominantly found (i.e. in the cluster environment where large relative velocities make them difficult). However, recently observational evidence has mounted suggesting such mergers (occasionally) happen (in other environments) and simulations have shown them to be a potential way to also form low-mass galaxies (van Zee et al. 1998; Bekki 2008; Valcke et al. 2008; Martinez-Delgado et al. 2012; Graham et al. 2012; Cloet-Osselaer et al. 2014; Bekki 2015; Pak et al. 2016; Watts & Bekki 2016) . They were also suggested (in the context of pre-processing in galaxy groups) as a possible origin for KDCs in early-type dwarfs (Toloba et al. 2014b ).
Another possibility is that the isolated quenched lowmass galaxies did not experience any dramatic events (such as mergers or harassment) in their past. Low-mass, pressure supported, galaxies are expected to form as the first galaxies and constitute the building blocks in hierarchical structure formation and galaxy evolution. A disc can be grown and angular momentum can be obtained in a more steady fashion by gas accretion (and possibly minor mergers) from the cosmic web (see also Maccio et al. 2006) , as also suggested for more massive early types (Dekel et al. 2009; Graham et al. 2015 , and references therein). While this is not required or preferred, such gas accretion may even be feasible in the outskirts of the Virgo cluster as discussed by Hallenbeck et al. (2012) .
In the context of gas accretion LEDA 218986 is possibly the most intriguing object in our sample. It seems to be a candidate for the addition of gas, which is changing the internal kinematics, as well as being responsible for the emergence of KDCs (see also de Rijcke et al. 2013) and for the creation of disc features in the image (see Graham et al. 2016 for details). These disc features resemble those in the Virgo cluster early-type dwarf galaxy VCC 216 (cf. Lisker et al. 2009 ).
For the objects to be classified as quenched, the star formation activity needs to have ceased. One way is to cut off the gas supply, which is also consistent with the gas deficiency of the early-type dwarfs in clusters. For galaxies more massive than M ⋆ > 10 8 M ⊙ supernova feedback is not sufficient to permanently expel the gas (Valcke et al. 2008) . Observationally, Geha et al. (2012) did not find any quenched galaxies in the field with a stellar mass lower than M ⋆ < 10 9 M ⊙ . While in clusters the gas supply can be removed by ram pressure stripping, this is not plausible for the most isolated objects. In principle there could also be gas that just does not form stars. Or possibly, the gas may have been consumed some time ago for those galaxies in the field that are quenched today, leading to a 'starvation' similar to the scenario (with an external removal of the gas supply) proposed by Larson et al. (1980; see also Boselli et al. 2008) . The time scale for the gas consumption might depend on galaxy mass (like the star formation time-scale, i.e. downsizing) and isolated galaxies with lower mass possibly did not have enough time to reach this stage. Regardless of the exact mechanisms involved, the dwarfs observed by Peeples et al. (2008, see above) appear to be good candidates for isolated galaxies with low gas fractions in their final stages before transitioning to being red and dead. In this context it is interesting to note that sometimes blue compact dwarf galaxies (BCDs) are considered as analogs of compact star forming galaxies typical for earlier epochs of the Universe. It has been suggested that galaxies may evolve through several cycles of a BCD phase, characterised by intense star formation, and more quiescent phases, in which they resemble more normal low-mass late-type galaxies, to end up as early-type dwarfs after a final centrally concentrated star formation episode, after which the gas is consumed (Davies & Phillipps 1988) . Also, some of the BCDs are observed to have low v/σ , comparable to the early-type dwarfs (Fig. 9) . The morphologies and circular rotation velocity gradient for both galaxy types were also found to compare favourable (Meyer et al. 2014; Lelli et al. 2014) . Moreover, the stellar populations of transition type dwarfs appear to differ from those of earlytype dwarfs only in the star formation activity at present day , see also Peeples et al. 2008; and Michielsen et al. 2008 for a comparison of stellar population properties of early-type dwarfs in the Virgo cluster and less dense environments).
In summary, we consider both dwarf dwarf mergers and gas accretion as viable candidates for explaining rotating quenched low-mass galaxies in isolation, bearing in mind also the earlier suggested evolutionary link between earlytype dwarfs and BCDs.
Implications for early-type dwarfs in clusters
Our observation of rotating quenched low-mass galaxies in isolated environments indicates that the cluster environment need not have transformed spirals into early-type galaxies. This is because the field early-type galaxies have acquired their rotation from their formation as a less massive galaxy, rather than from the transformation of a more massive spiral galaxy.
The number of early-type dwarfs in the field versus groups versus clusters (e.g. Trentham & Tully 2002; Annibali et al. 2011) suggests that the high density environment is still more prolific for forming early-type dwarfs. Before discussing this within the formation scenarios for isolated quenched low-mass galaxies, it should be noted that our observations do not rule out a contribution of processes related to the high density environments (see Lisker 2009 for an overview; see also Morishita et al. 2016 for a perspective from higher redshift), such as harassment and ram pressure stripping to the population of early-type dwarfs in clusters. The latter may be required to quench the galaxies at lower stellar masses.
The formation scenarios discussed above can yield more galaxies in high density environments than in the field for the following reasons. Firstly, a greater number of galaxies is expected to form in higher over-densities in the early Universe. Secondly, the high-density environment is likely to speed up the quenching by shutting off the gas supply, i.e. via ram pressure stripping (see also Grossi et al. 2009; Annibali et al. 2011; De Looze et al. 2013) , and it can also quench galaxies below the mass limit of Geha et al. (2012) , where there are no quenched galaxies in isolation. The galaxies in our sample are (mostly) more massive than those early-type dwarfs in the comparison sample for the Virgo cluster (the highest stellar mass in that sample is M ⋆ ∼ 1.5 × 10 9 M ⊙ ). However, all of the galaxies in our sample can be considered as dwarfs when using the classical M B > −18 mag criterion. We also note that the BCDs of Koleva et al. (2014, dynamical masses below 10 9 M ⊙ ) and the objects in Peeples et al. (2008, 15 of them have M ⋆ < 10 9 M ⊙ ) fit well into the mass range of the Virgo early-type dwarfs and are in this sense compatible with turning into early-type dwarfs after quenching.
The formation scenarios suggested for the quenched low-mass galaxies in isolation are also very attractive as a contributor to the early-type dwarf population in high density environments: If the progenitor galaxy is a (more massive) spiral galaxy, the transformation has to alter its morphology, reduce the size and mass, and remove considerable amounts of angular momentum (Falcón-Barroso et al. 2015) . This may even apply for some of the relatively lowmass late-type galaxies at the end of the Hubble sequence (Adams et al. 2014; Janz et al. 2016 ). The only feasible way for a substantial transformation seems to be rather strong harassment. However, Smith et al. (2015) showed that this is unlikely to happen for galaxies falling into a cluster (cf. also Lisker et al. 2013; Bialas et al. 2015) . The authors put rather conservative limits to the type of orbits which plausibly can lead to strong harassment and concluded that they are basically only likely for objects that were part of the cluster early on.
If the galaxy, instead of having a spiral galaxy as progenitor, has similar mass, size, and little angular momentum to start with, strong harassment is not required. In some cases angular momentum can be obtained by gas accretion and a disc might be grown. In other cases the galaxies could remain pressure supported or grow by dwarf dwarf mergers. Low-mass galaxies in the early Universe, with similar properties to some of the BCDs today (Meyer et al. 2014; Koleva et al. 2014; Lian et al. 2015 ; for simulations of dwarf dwarf mergers forming BCDs and their rotation curves see also Watts & Bekki 2016 ), appear to be good candidates for evolving into galaxies similar to today's early-type dwarf galaxies in the galaxy clusters. Since there is a mass limit observed below which quenched galaxies are absent in isolation (M ⋆ < 10 9 M ⊙ ; Geha et al. 2012; i.e . in a mass range for which feedback is inefficient), gas removal via processes like ram pressure stripping appears to be required to quench galaxies below that mass limit today.
There is a long-lasting debate whether or not there is a structural dichotomy between dwarf and ordinary early-type galaxies, i.e. whether these galaxies follow distinct scaling relations brighter or fainter than M B = −18 mag (e.g. Kormendy et al. 2009; Kormendy & Bender 2012; Graham 2013 , and many references therein; see also Faber 1973 and Wirth & Gallagher 1984) . For example, Graham & Guzmán (2003) showed that ordinary and dwarf early-type galaxies follow a log-linear relation of profile shape parametrized by the Sérsic index n (see also Jerjen & Binggeli 1997 ) with magnitude and demonstrated that this together with a continuous linear relation of central surface brightness and magnitude leads to curved, but continuous relations involving 'effective' or half-light quantities, e.g. in the size magnitude plane. With rebuttal of the necessity for a different formation scenario (i.e. galaxy harassment) for dwarf and ordinary early types, this question can be revisited. There are no signs for such a dichotomy in the spin parameter (i.e. when comparing Emsellem et al. 2011 and Toloba et al. 2015) . The early-type dwarfs overlap in the spin parameter versus ellipticity diagram with the ordinary early types, but their parameter range is largely separate from that of the spiral galaxies. Furthermore, at intermediate mass, between the dwarf systems and the most massive galaxies, slow rotators are not frequent. The frequencies of KDCs in dwarf and ordinary early types are also comparable (Toloba et al. 2014b) .
We conclude that the discovery of rotation in quenched low-mass galaxies in isolation shows that early-type dwarfs in clusters need not be harassed spirals. Furthermore, earlytype dwarfs that are formed as low-mass galaxies, possibly quenched with the help of the clusters' ram pressure, are an appealing contribution to the population of cluster dwarfs.
SUMMARY
We carried out a search for quenched low-mass galaxies in low galaxy density environments and isolation in the Local volume of the SDSS. The criteria were a stellar mass below M ⋆ < 5×10 9 M ⊙ , a strong 4000Å break D n (4000) > 0.6+0.1× log 10 (M ⋆ /M ⊙ ) and an Hα equivalent width EW Hα < 2Å, and no massive neighbour (M ⋆ 3 × 10 10 M ⊙ ) within a velocity interval of 500 km s −1 with a distance (in projection) less than D proj < 1 Mpc. Our selection criteria yielded 46 galaxies. These were manually checked, e.g. for star formation missed by the SDSS fibre, and suitable candidates for spectroscopic follow-up were chosen. We observed 9 of these objects with Keck ESI and have presented their internal kinematics based on the obtained spectra.
The nine objects exhibit a large variety of dynamic configurations: some show rotation velocities within R e that exceed the random motions, while others have close to no rotation at all. In one case we found signs of a kinematically decoupled inner region, which moves aligned with the counter-rotating ionised gas.
We compared our sample of isolated quenched low-mass galaxies to a sample of early-type dwarfs in the Virgo cluster. Both samples show similar characteristics: the galaxies have M B −18 mag, they mostly lie on the red sequence and span a similar range of sizes. Likewise, their internal kinematics show a similar variety of behaviour, and the fractions of slow and fast rotations are compatible given the small number statistics.
The rotating quenched galaxies in our sample cannot be environmentally transformed spiral galaxies due to their isolation. This has an important implication: early-type dwarfs in galaxy clusters need not be transformed spiral galaxies.
We discussed dwarf mergers and gas accretion as formation scenarios for our sample of isolated galaxies. Both of them should be able to produce the required range of angular momentum and degree of rotational support. Furthermore, we argued that these processes may contribute a greater number of early-type dwarfs to high-density environments than the small numbers of them found in the field. And ram pressure stripping can help to account for the quenched galaxies at lower stellar mass. Finally, we reasoned that given other challenges to the transformed spiral scenario such a contribution to the early-type dwarf population in galaxy clusters is appealing. The suggested formation scenarios are not exclusive, but their contribution can also help to explain the heterogeneity of early-type dwarf galaxies.
